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• Sustainable urban agriculture (UA) and ecological transition are questioning, echoing, interacting, developing together in the various territories!

• Perceived a few years ago as an ephemeral phenomenon, UAs are now anchored in cities on a global scale and widely institutionalized.

• Actually, UAs are opportunities for citizens to be consulted and fully involved in the development of their environment. The public space directly concerned by the UA is mobilized on issues such as health, well-being, sustainable food and biodiversity: many associations propose UA projects that create social links at various scales.

The present UA&ET-17 exhibition is open access available on OATAO, “Réseau-Agriville” (http://reseau-agriville.com/).

Moreover, the proceedings of the UA&ET-17 symposium coordinated by the CERTOP and LISST laboratories (PR Dumat C., Dr Sochacki L., Dr Bories O.) are also available on OATAO (Archives Ouvertes).

You can also access to a wide range of UA resources on the “Réseau-Agriville” to share your knowledge and know-how (free inscription).

UA projects promote inclusive education, transdisciplinarity, agile and reflective pedagogy and competency-based approach.

Let’s build Ecological Transition in our Universities!
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